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5-year life 
expectancy

Partners well 

with all storage

 options
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organizations 

Most popular 

for secondary 

backups 

Most cost 
effective

30-year 
life 

expectancy

Reduces data 
center footprint 

Ranks #1 in cost-savings 

impact for remote locations

3 3 questionsquestions

What does my data 

look like?
How big is my database?

Score CardYour checklist when choosing a data management partner

Adheres to compliance guidelines

Assists with system retirement

Helps you evaluate the benefits of “rip & replace” vs. working with existing technology

Is technology-agnostic

Works with you to develop a storage and recovery strategy

Provides short, long-term and 
hybrid back-up approaches

Considers current technology 
investments

Offers data archiving and retention 
guidelines
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How much of my data

 is mission-critical?

ICON

 to ask when developing your data management strategy

Recall is leading the future of information management by empowering customers with complete 
visibility and control over their digital and physical assets from anywhere, any time.

Our integrated solutions help customers make good business decisions while maintaining 
compliance with increasing regulations and eliminating redundant resources, time and money — 
throughout the entire information life cycle.

To learn more about how your organization can recover from 
a data loss, visit: shorturl 
Sources: 1) PwC. 2) National Computer Security Association.

What’s your game plan for selecting a 

Worried your organization is at risk for an unexpected business interruption? 

Consider this

disaster recovery partner?
What’s your game plan for selecting a 

disaster recovery partner?

Database activity 
Do you handle online ordering, 

trading, fulfillment and point-of-sale 
transactions? Their high volume 

means special needs.

Compliance What internal, external and industry regulations do you have to meet?

Remote locations  
Are your disaster recovery needs 
the same everywhere, or do they 

differ per location?

Seasonal selling Do you experience peak selling times, like over the holidays?

Technology spend  

Is your current in
vestment 

adequate or will it
 increase/ 

decrease? 

Recovery metrics   

Have you defined your Recovery Time 

Objective, Recovery Point Objective, 

Recovery Cost Objective and Recovery 

Application Objective?

Each 

backup 
option 

or consider a hybrid approach

has its own 

benefits 

It takes 21 days and $19,000 to 
recreate just 20 MB of lost accounting data270% 

of businesses that experience a major data 
loss go out of business within one year1

Considerations 
when developing 

a disaster recovery 
plan


